you please tell me about your talk? You must have talked something great because the room was full of peoples."
you please tell me about your talk? You must have talked something great because the room was full of peoples."
He was very kind to me and told me what he has done for over 30 minutes. And he wrote the drawing shown in Fig. 2 . Here, he showed that he observed the gold (110) surface and that he reported the STM image of this sur- 
One touch
I t was August in 1982 at Ghent, Belgium. We had a conference and I showed a post-deadline poster on the silicon(111)-7×7 surface studied by ultra-highvacuum transmission electron diffraction [2] . This is my very good memory of Rohrer sensei [1] .
At the poster presentation, I showed the diffraction pattern ( Fig. 1) , and I said vacancies and/or lateral displacements are more important in the surface reconstruction than we had thought. Without lateral displacement and vacancy in atoms, this transmission diffraction intensity cannot be explained. That was our result at that time.
During the poster session, one gentleman came to my poster, and he asked me a question, "Did you take surface images of the Si(111)7×7?" My first impression is: who is he? It was Rohrer sensei but I didn't know him at that time. I answered him, "no, we didn't take any surface images but we did take diffraction patterns. And our diffraction says vacancy and lateral displacement are more important, and should be included in the surface."
One year later, in 1983, the very famous STM image of the Si(111)7×7 surface taken by his group appeared in PRL. And then in 1985, our paper of the dimer-adatomstacking fault (DAS) model has appeared in Surface Science [2] . The paper showed the potential image of silicon 7×7 surface obtained by analyzing the diffraction intensities. So this is the one touch, only one touch happened in 1982. He came to me and said "Did you see images?" and I said "No." And we did our diffraction analysis. That is the first touch.
One drawing
It was also the same conference. In a morning session, I came to a conference room, and saw people stood at and out of the entrance door. I had no chance to hear/see what's going on inside. I only saw the presenter's face. It was Rohrer sensei. After the talk, I said him "Could face at the conference in Ghent. During our discussion with his drawing, he talked how mysterious is the mechanism that sharpen the tip apex, as I explain below.
He said STM is a very, very severe technique. At the beginning, it was thought one needs a very low temperature technique to cool down the system. After STM had begun working in his group, he said, he did not clear why he could have got the very high resolution surface image, because theory said if the tip has a radius of R, then the resolution is limited by √ R. So, no reason he could get atomistic image without an atomically sharp tip apex. Then something must have happened during the experiment: When a tip is dipped into the surface and retracted from the surface, discharge current between the tip and surface sharpens the tip apex (Fig. 2) . Years later, experiments on quantum conductance of the metal point contact which are formed between STM tip and surface. Thus, the curiosity on the tip sharpening is the "beginning" of a new finding. Figure 2 shows the very beginning of STM, which has extended to STM in electrolyte, STM for biology, and nanotechnology.
One word
When he came to our institute, he said "Do by yourself what you really want to do." This was very impressive; which issue should be selected among many interests. To summarize, I loved him from one touch ("Did you see images?"), one drawing (how comes new idea), and one word ("Do what you really want to do!"). These things influenced everything a lot and everybody a lot. And I understand nanoscience and nanotechnology are what Rohrer sensei loved.
Many thanks to Rohrer sensei for discussions and encourages given to us. Rohrer sensei, you are the man loved by all of us. Thank you. [1] (Note by Editor) "Sensei" is an honorific title in Japanese, which is used for teacher, professor, advisor, etc.
[2] K. Takayanagi, Y. Tanishiro, S. Takahashi, and M. Takahashi, Surf. Sci. 164, 367 (1985) .
